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A mutant refugee from the Age of Apocalypse, 
Blink was a member of the original EXILES, a team 
of heroes plucked from their respective realities 
and tasked with stabilizing the dangerously 
shifting Multiverse. After saving reality many 
times over, Blink set out to live her own life. But 
the Multiverse keeps calling her…
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An entity called the Time-Eater is destroying the Multiverse, and the only witness is the Unseen, the being 
formerly known as Nick Fury who is now cursed to watch all reality pass him by. But there is hope: A dimension-
hopping device called the Tallus has recruited a new team composed of Blink, Khan (a postapocalyptic Ms. 
Marvel), Iron Lad (a Nate Richards who chose neither Kang’s despotism nor the Young Avengers’ heroism), 
Valkyrie (the lone defender of a distant Asgard) and Wolvie (an extra-adorable Wolverine from a world full of 
extra-adorable X-Men).

The Exiles fi nally reached the Time-Eater’s palace on the moon, where they discovered there is only one reality 
left. And it won’t last long. For the Time-Eater has an insatiable hunger. The hunger of GALACTUS…with all 
the powers of KANG THE CONQUEROR.

And this all-powerful Kang just arrived to confront the only heroes standing in his way.










